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Hammer time!
T

he very best thing about motorcycle
auctions is that they are exciting.
They are also, entertaining,
involving, thought-provoking and
fascinating. Those are the best things.
They are also the worst things. Strange
but true.
Motorcycle auctions – this is a
motorcycle magazine, and although
auctions of second-hand furniture and
piggy banks, so forth, may excite many,
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The Art of the Auction

many people, we’re ignoring all that
here – our kind of auctions can be many
things. Their purpose is clear if you’re
the guy doing the selling or the guy
doing the buying, but an ever-increasing
numbers of folk at motorcycle auctions
are simply there to be entertained. Is that
Brough Sosuperior actually going to be
hammered down at a quarter-million? Is
anyone really going to pay that? How can
it be worth that? And what about that

Ducati Monza with the estimate of £1200
- £1500, is it really going to sell for an
affordable sum? Should I go and register
to bid? It’s a slippery slope, and for many
people auctions offer both temptation
and opportunity. Fortunes are spent, and
sometimes bargains are found, but it is
also entirely possible to get burned.
We aim to talk you through the heady
world of the auction.
Are you sitting comfortably? Have you

got a favourite model in mind? Would
you consider something different if the
opportunity arose? Like, maybe a B25SS
Gold Star instead of the DB32 Gold Star
you were looking at a moment ago?
Maybe a Trophy would be a better buy
than a Bonneville? A Dominator instead
of a Commando? And maybe, just maybe,
it might be best to walk away from that
slightly dubious racing machine, the
one which might, just might have been
ridden by Barry Sheene or your own
local hero.
There’s a lot of treasure out there, and
there’s a lot of opportunity for an unwary
buyer to trip up, too, so read on…
And of course there are two sides to

the auction experience. For every guy
buying a bike there’s another guy selling
one, and their interests are mutually
exclusive. The buyer wants to pay as little
as possible and the seller wants to raise
the highest price. So although there’s
rarely any actual physical conversation
between seller and buyer, the transaction
is still a negotiation, an unusual kind,
carried out remotely. If you’re intent on
selling your own bike at auction, you
need to be able to answer the questions
you would ask if you were buying it.
There are several other considerations,
too. Most buyers and sellers should
be aware of the T&Cs involved in any
auction, from commission, premium to

VAT. We also need to consider how to get
your bike to the sale, how to pay for it,
and how to get it home afterwards.
Meanwhile, unless you’ve been living a
seriously isolated life, you will be aware
of the online auction sites, the biggest
and most well-known being eBay. The
same principles apply, pretty much, but
the experience is rather different to more
conventional, traditional auctions, where
the auction promoter acts as a wellpaid third party and offers a personal
contact comfort zone which may be more
convenient for you.
Welcome to the uniquely entertaining
world of the motorcycle auction.
Read on…
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Choose Your
Auction

Where you choose to buy your bike can be almost as
important as which bike you end up buying…

E

veryone already knows about the big auctions,
the headline events, the sales which rack up all
the column inches in the press and miles upon
miles of chatter out in the ethers. There are a
whole lot of others out there too.
Everyone already knows all about eBay, the most
popular and well known of the very few online
auction sites, but there are many other places to
look, some well promoted and easy to find, others
considerably less so. Did you know that several trade
players buy stock at the smaller, local sales and then
simply re-sell them at the huge multinational events?
They do. You can usefully learn from them, too.

Below: Everything is bigger in the USA. Like this
vast Mecum auction.
Right: International sales held in the UK tend to be
a little less terrifying than their US equivalents, but
they still pack in the keen crowds.
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Local Sales

It’s a recurring surprise in this internet age that so
many small local sales do not promote online. Or if
they do that wise thing, they do it so badly that you’ll
never see their ads unless you already know that
there’s an event.
The answer to this is to buy a local newspaper and
hunt through all of its ads for clearance sales, usually
house or farm or business clearances caused by sad
events. Not just death or bankruptcy, but simple old age
and ill health. Also divorce.
If you’re looking for a cheaper classic bike then it
certainly pays to snout around the less well-known
sales. Look beyond the headline-grabbing Gold
Stars and Vin twins and you’ll very often find some
sensibly-priced bread-and-butter Britbikes along with
a smattering of collectible (and rideable) cult classics.
You don’t need to travel the length and breadth of
the UK to bid on bikes at these auctions – they pretty
much all offer online access, although obviously you
won’t be able to kick the bike’s tyres and count its
teeth in person. You do need to register before the
sale, and can either bid live (exciting, but fraught with
danger should your net connection collapse at the

crucial moment), or place a maximum bid in advance.
Then, should you win the auction in absentia,
most sale organisers can arrange transportation.
Using the in-house shipping service cuts down on
faffing and making last-minute arrangements, and
normally means you’ll avoid paying storage charges.
There are plenty of reliable independent bike
transporters who’ll happily deliver the goods to you,
at competitive mileage rates, but they may not be
able to respond immediately.
If you can’t attend in person, then this is when
being part of an owners’ club really pays off. Hop onto
the club forum or Facebook group and see if anyone
is going to the sale… with a handy van or two-bike
trailer! That means you have an option to take the
bike away on the day and can arrange transportation
home at your leisure. You may also end up making
lifelong friends this way…
Very often, but not always, these auctions are
held in rural markets and agricultural showgrounds
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Above: The view from
the other side of the
table can be a little
terrifying.
Below: You’re most
likely to find machines
like this at the biggest
of the international
events.

as stand-alone sales, not as part of a bigger event.
This means that bidders don’t have to pay twice to
enter the sale; once for show admission and then
by catalogue to the auction itself. So you can get a
greater variety of potential purchasers who might
splash some cash on a whim.
Local down-to-earth events feel a little bit different
to those immensely up-market auctions which
feature famous names and unique icons that sell
for five or six figures sums which fair boggle the
brains. Instead the smaller sales offer a range of solid,
workaday older motorcycles – plenty of Japanese and
continental classics alongside some interesting Brits.
Here’s where you’ll find a ready-to-ride CB750 for
four grand, or maybe purchase an abandoned project
which just needs a few finishing flourishes.
However, it’s worth remembering that smaller
auction houses tend not to be specialists in classic
and vintage motorcycles. This means that the
descriptions of the bikes can be less detailed than
in the posh catalogues, and the auctioneer may not
actually know the difference between a BSA CB32
and a B31… It’s always worth checking the engine
and frame numbers against reference books, to make
sure that the machine listed as an ‘original Norton
International’ isn’t actually an ES2 frame fitted with a
repro engine that came from a recent classic racer.
In truth, it’s not entirely likely that you’ll discover
a genuine TT machine – complete with paperwork
proving its provenance and a letter from Joe
Craig detailing the modifications he personally
made to its motor – lurking in the shadows
at one of these sales. Instead, the chances
are that you’ll find an eclectic array of old
motorbikes, plenty of up-and-coming classics
from the 1980s and 1990s at affordable prices.
If you’re looking for a solid basis for a custom
classic build, then local auctions are a great
place to start!

This is also a Vincent twin.
A rare find and ideal for
someone who’s keen on a
long-term project.

Above: Vincents are always an
auction favourite, and most of them
find their way to the biggest events,
sometimes being bought and sold
more than once along the way. Many
of them look like this.
Right: Once a bike’s been restored it
is no longer ‘unrestored and original’.
What this means in practice is that
machines like this Vincent are rising
steadily in value.

National Sales

As well as the small and often under-publicised
events, there are several motorcycle sales included
in other, wider-ranging auctions, notably sales from
auction houses who sell rather more four-wheeled
than two-wheeled vehicles. Look through your
favourite publications and websites to check when
the sales are to be held and whether they will include
bikes. Sometimes they do, and sometimes they do not.
All the comments we’ve already made about
smaller local sales apply to some degree to auctions
organised by mainstream vehicle sites, but we must
share with you that the more publicised an event
is, the greater will be the attendance – and a bigger
crowd brings higher prices. This is good news if
you’re selling a bike or two… but we’ll get to the
subject of selling at auction a little later. There are
almost always bike bargains to be had at car auctions
– whether an auction should be considered to be
‘classic’ depends on your definition of the word; the
more specialised, the more classic, the higher the
prices, generally speaking.

International eventing

These are the most famous of all. These are the
auctions which receive more coverage than all the
others. They are advertised well in advance in the
international motorcycle and classic vehicle press
and can be both free-standing or part of a major
event, usually a show or a classic race meeting. These
sales are where the big figures come out to play, and
they are entirely entertaining events in themselves.
Sometimes, the machinery on offer is as interesting
as a major old bike show in itself, which may, just
possibly justify the entry fees.
All the previous comments apply, just on a much
larger scale. Expect a lot of online and telephone
bidding. If you’re in the market for something truly
exotic, certified historic or certainly unique, these
are the places where you’ll find the bikes. Lots of
them. You will also pay the highest prices for them,

and the added charges will also be high. Astonishing
machines change hands for sometimes eye-watering
sums, and never did the expression ‘caveat emptor’
apply more forcibly. But do not be discouraged…
We know several traders who not only sell bikes
at top-end sales, but others who buy there, too.
Remember at all times that no trader will pay more
for a machine than he expects to sell it for, and
traders are the guys most in tune with the realities of
the market, because that is where they live. Traders
make their living by selling at a profit, which seems
self-evident but appears to be forgotten too often.
If you watch someone you recognise as a trader
bidding, watch carefully – the point at which they
stop bidding is the point at which there’s no profit
left in the bike. If you’re bidding to acquire a machine
to keep and to ride, rather than to sell on, then be
prepared to add, say, 25% to that figure, because that
is the minimum add-on a trader’s likely to make.

Above: Smaller, more
local auctions turn
up a lot of interesting
machinery, usually
in less terrifying
quantities than the
huge events, like this
fine Royal Enfield.
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Above: Folk queue up
to buy bikes like this
Ariel Four. Rebuildable
by amateurs who
want to ride it, and by
professionals who will
make a decent profit.

There’s another, too often neglected, side to the
huge, bright, highly priced auctions. As well as the
headline grabbers, there is almost always a good
selection of more normal, more affordable bikes on
view. Generally speaking, this is not the place to pick
up a cheap basket case or the weary remains of a
1950s commuter, but it is exactly the kind of place
where entire collections of bikes are sold, usually for
that most familiar and faintly depressing of reasons

Left: Local sales are
often the best place to
find something truly
unusual, and unusually
challenging for a fun
project. Who knows, it
might be nice to ride
when it’s fixed!
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– there can be no more genuine reason for sale than
the death of an enthusiast.
We’ve watched in wonder at how (relatively) few
bidders seem interested in what appear to us to
be excellent prospects for a project. These range
from bikes of the same marque as the enthusiast’s
preference, like ohv Nortons or Velocettes among a
collection of cammy machines, to donor machines;
bikes being broken for identical components shared
with the main collection. You might find a pile of BSA
B33s in the hoard of a Gold Star fanatic, for example.
Maybe roadgoing Triumph Tridents in a collection of
racing triples. These are often sensibly priced, although
the buyer’s premium and VAT will of course be added.
And as always, it pays to carry out your research
when considering how much you’re prepared to pay
for your target machine. The price you pay is not
the price you bid. We cannot repeat that too often.
Among these pages is a rough calculator to help you
understand the realities of an ill-considered bidding
war. Read it carefully.
Likewise, you may be tempted to sell your bike or
even your collection of bikes at one of the few major
sales. That’s fine, just make sure you discuss the
actual costs. All of the major auction houses offer a
range of services to their customers, ranging from
valuations to transport to some often excellent advice.
Talk to them. Ask them lots of questions. Listen to
what they reply, and remember that they are honest
and honourable, and very professional. If they weren’t
… they’d be out of business.

What Are You Buying?
It always pays to be completely certain that the motorcycle you’re
buying is exactly what you think it is…

N

o no, the title is not a joke, but it could too
easily be a trick question. Leaving aside until
a little later the vexed and indeed thorny
dilemma of How Much To Pay, the very, very
first thing any buyer needs to understand is what
they’re buying. Exactly what they’re buying.
This sounds entirely obvious, and indeed it is, but
here’s a question: who has spent rather too much
on a bike bought at an auction? It’s a rare bidder
who can maintain both their cool and their selfcontrol. Because bidding at an auction is fun. It is also
exciting, so we enjoy doing it, and it is competitive, so
we like to win. Unfashionable though that may sound.
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Below: It’s really
important that you
know exactly what
you’re buying. If you’re
after Agostini’s 1970
Triumph Trident –
worth a huge amount
of money – then you
need to be completely
confident that what
you see is what you get.

Back to basics

Here comes the first and best piece of advice: take a
friend. Do not waste time phoning a friend or even
sending pics of the bike you fancy to a friend who
knows lots about them – take that friend with you.
Friends are invaluable. We’ve lost count of the time
friends have stopped that impulsive money-wasting
moment – or when they’ve provided the final shove;
‘Go on! It’s a straight bike and you know you want it.’
Both are invaluable.
The next piece of advice is to remember a certain
ex-prime minister. Everything, he said, comes down
to ‘education, education, education’. And that applies
to anyone contemplating unloading megadosh on a
motorcycle without ever hearing it run, never mind
actually riding it for a few miles. Ordinarily, the
most sound advice we can offer is that you should
never buy a bike without riding it first. Which is of
course entirely inapplicable in the unique world of
the auction, be that terrestrial or online. Education
– research, in other words – needs to fill that gap. If
you’re after a particular machine or a particular
model from a particular marque, then you owe it to
yourself and to your wallet to educate yourself.
Last things first: Google is your friend. Go Google
the model of machine you’re after with the words ‘for
sale’ at the end of your query. Be as specific as you
can. ‘Norton Commando Hi-Rider for sale’ is likely to
produce more meaningful info than a general search
for Norton Commandos, for example. And if you’re
not after a Hi-Rider… why not?

The search results should turn up previously sold
examples of the bike, which provides you with some
idea of the prices they fetch. That is not the same as
the value of the machine to you. Only you, and no one
else, knows how much you personally value that bike.
There are several impossibly expensive bikes which
we wouldn’t ever want to ride, much less own, but a
few, a very few, machines for which we’d mortgage
everything if one turned up on the market. And if
one of those machines were to turn up, chances are
it would be in an auction, such is the selling power
of auctions.
If the bike is a real rarity, and if you’re not entirely
familiar with how it should look and what makes it
special, join the owners’ club. There will be one, and
owners’ clubs are tremendous sources of knowledge,
a lot of it informed and a lot of it relevant. If your
target machine is really rare or unusual, chances are
that it will be known to the club. Remember at this
point that clubs also contain a lot of sceptics, so if
one person tells you to avoid the bike while everyone
else suggests the opposite – ask yourself why that
could be.
Having asked around, bored all of your friends, club
members and marque experts with your questions,
you need to set about confirming that the bike
offered is genuinely what it claims to be. This is that
friend time again. Take her or him with you while
you examine the machine as closely as you know
how. Bikes offered at traditional auctions are always
available for viewing. Which is not the case with
online auctions, usually. Some online vendors invite
viewing; if they do, go see it.

Above: Technology is a
wonderful thing. If neither
you nor your expert friend
is entirely sure what is
what, take a photo and
send it to another friend.
It’s impossible to have too
much advice when you’re
about to make a costly
purchase.
Left: The best piece of
advice (possibly). Take a
friend. This fine fellow
sounded a note of caution
when bidding for this hit
£1750…
Below: And if it’s an
ecclesiastical connection
you’re after, you need
proof that the pontiff did
indeed prefer this very
machine. Moses’ legendary
Triumph would fetch a fair
penny…

Numerology

Numbers are important. Only you know whether an
original registration mark is important to you, but if a
vendor expects top dollar for a machine then you in
turn can expect that its engine, frame and preferably
gearbox all left the factory together. Once again,
marque clubs can almost always provide you with
all the help you’ll need. They very often maintain
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Learn the dark art
of numerology. This
engine number
translates as a 1958
AJS 500 twin, which is
not the same as a 1961
Matchless 650 CSR,
whatever the vendor
might claim.

Some manufacturers
used codes in their
engine and/or frame
numbers. This is a BSA.
The model is an A65T
(Thunderbolt), while
the ‘GE’ is a date code,
translating as June
1971, which is when the
bike was built.

‘Matching numbers’ is
a well-used phrase.
This is an example: the
frame of the same BSA
A65T we’ve mentioned
already. As you can
see, they’re the same
numbers.

This is the 1970s
Triumph way: In this
case the bike is a T150
Trident with five gears,
the ‘GJ’ translates
as a June 1974
manufacturing date.
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records like factory build or despatch books, showing
when the bike was built, what the original numbers
of the major components were, and often to which
dealer it was supplied. This may sound arcane, never
mind anorak, but if the bike’s rare and valuable, it is
crucial that you know what you’re buying. Because…
because when the time comes for you to sell it, perish
the thought, you will need to satisfy its prospective
purchasers that it is indeed genuine.
Engine and frame numbers only match (i.e. are the
same) on late-model British bikes, generally speaking.
There are exceptions to this: postwar Nortons wore
matching engine and frame numbers, but if you’re
only interested in a machine which is as close as
possible to factory stock, then you’ll need to talk to
the owners’ club to check the numbers.
Many sellers say ‘matching numbers’ to advise
you that the engine and frame numbers stamped
onto the bike ‘match’ the numbers on the V5C. They
don’t necessarily mean that the numbers ‘match’
the factory records, just that the bike’s paperwork
conforms with the physical evidence.
You’ll need to decode what those numbers mean,
too. A common event, back when old bikes were
simply old bikes and were in everyday use, was to
convert your, say, 350cc AJS into a 500cc AJS simply
by substituting the complete top end from a 500.
Ignoring the sad fact that the resulting engine is
likely to vibrate more than it should due to different
balance factors within the engine, an original 500cc
AJS engine will never be stamped with anything

1

2

3

It’s important that you know what you’re
buying. We’ve seen machines similar to this
one advertised as ‘possible trials bike’, which
it’s not, and never was. This particular machine
was in fact accurately described by its entirely
reputable auctioneer.

other than ‘18’ as part of the engine number. ‘16’
always denoted a 350 single. AJS and Matchless
are an easy example to quote, because from time
immemorial until 1963 or so they included both the
model designation and the year of manufacture as
part of the engine number. So, ‘49 / 20’ followed by a
longer number is always a 1949 AJS 500cc twin. ‘57 /
G11’ will always be a 1957 Matchless 500cc twin. All
of this information is readily available for all the
common marques. And if the machine you’re after
isn’t common… you need a marque expert to confirm
its provenance.

Provenance

Provenance is key here. Any machine which claims
to be something special, be it one ridden by a famous
person or a famous competition machine, must,
simply must carry supporting documentation with
it. If it doesn’t, if it claims to be that rare unknown
Lawrence of Arabia Brough Superior which was never
photographed and appears to be powered by a JAP
stationary engine from a dumper truck… then it’s
probably not what it pretends to be. And some fakes
can be very convincing. There’s a standard joke in
classic circles that there are three times as many
genuine BSA Rocket Gold Stars in collections and on
the roads today than were ever built by BSA.
Remember also that numbers can be altered and
faked. Take the time to look at examples of genuine
machines and you’ll soon observe that they used a
standard set of stamps. Late Nortons also stamped a

1: This Mk3 Norton
Commando engine
number should match
the frame number but
is otherwise pretty
uninformative. Earlier
Nortons used a date
code as well as a basic
number. In this case the
‘3’ first digit indicates
that it’s an 850.
2: Interesting…
3: Replicas are common
in the rarefied world of
the genuine rarity. This
is a genuine Triumph
X-75 Hurricane, but if
you’re interested in
buying one, take an
expert for advice.

‘wheelmark’ in front and behind the engine number, to
prevent fakery, while BSA and Triumph both stamped
the pedestal carrying the engine numbers with a lot of
small BSA and Triumph logos. If they’re not there and
they should be… the number’s been changed.
Competition machinery can be an especial
challenge. Not only did engines, frames, gearboxes,
wheels, forks… in fact just about everything get
swapped between events, but they were also crashed,
bashed and otherwise radically changed from the
sunny day when they rolled from their factory for the
first time.
Another often ignored use for that friend
(remember that most catalogues bought will admit
two) is to help you check that the frame’s straight and
that the wheels are in line. Just a thought. The friend
can also distract auctioneer attention while you check
that the gears select and that the engine is both free
to turn over and boasts as much compression as you
might expect. Which is also a great time to make
sure the clutch works, and if the bike’s fitted with a
magneto you can detach the HT plug lead and give it
to your friend to hold while you kick over the engine.
If she or he screams, the mag is fine.
If you’re buying a bike to ride, which some people
do, we understand, then try to estimate what it’s
going to cost to get it ready for the road. That’s an
entire subject in itself, but try to remind yourself that
a current MoT certificate – if appropriate – is no real
guarantee that the bike is actually safe to ride. Check
out the tyres, brakes, chains…
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Bidding Wartime!
The viewing is over. It’s time to take your registration
card in your hand and to face the auctioneer…

A

ctually, the headline here is just a joke.
Honestly. If you do happen to find yourself in
a bidding war, leave it at once. Unless you are
both very desperate to own the bike under bid
and are possessed of deep pockets. We’ve seen some
truly scary bids for bikes which – to be kind – were
truly unworthy of the amount of money unloaded in
their acquisition. Which is not to say that the buyer
failed to get what she or he wanted, simply that come
selling time, unhappiness may result.
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Below: Ready,
steady, bid!

So, you’ve studied the online listings, read the
glossy catalogues or just walked up and down the
rows of bikes offered for your delectation. The more
bikes there are on offer, the more room you have to
spend a lot of money. It’s important that you know
what you’re after and that you know how much
you are prepared to pay. That said, we’ve picked up
occasional unintentional bargains by simply ambling
around an auction, spotting a bike and thinking
‘Coo, that’s nice, but I can’t afford it…’ and then been
amazed at the low bid prices. One time, we bought
a 650 AJS several hundred miles from home and
needed to find a friend with a towbar and a trailer
PDQ. Which, motorcycling pals being generally
excellent, we did.
Always try to remember that high prices hit the
headlines because buying at auctions is fun. It’s
competitive and it’s rewarding – like eating chocolate
or running a race. We’ve done lots of it down the
many years, and in all honesty have almost always
been delighted with the results.
The best advice is to know what you want and
to know how much you’re prepared to spend to get
it. We’ve talked elsewhere about making sure what
you’re after is actually what it claims to be. So here
are a few thoughts from a professional trader on how
he buys at auction. He’s being honest here, and other
views are available.

“I don’t really have any pearls of wisdom on
auctions, especially since there are now so many
internet bidders making it impossible to read the
competition. But…
“The one thing that I do still find useful if I am in
the room bidding is to decide in advance what the
limit is on the item in question and then just go for it.
On no account hesitate for even a fraction of a second
between bids. If someone outbids you go straight
back at the auctioneer with another bid right up until
your last one. If you do that, it can have the benefit
of confusing the other bidder as to whose bid it is,
but more importantly, it makes him feel that you are
determined to own the item and that you probably
still have a long way to go. If you hesitate between
bids, he will think that you are on or close to your
limit and he may decide to go just one more time
even if he has already reached his limit.
“The other thing is not to look at the auctioneer
between bids. This will make it harder for him to
read whether you are going to go on or not. If you are
staring at him, he may conclude that you are still ‘in’
and therefore take a bid off the wall to try to get the
item to its reserve hoping that you will go again. I
generally pretend to chat to the person next to me
while listening to what’s going on. If someone else
bids, I immediately look at him and bid again, looking
away once the bid has been accepted.

Above: Not everyone
bids to buy complete
bikes. There’s very
often piles of parts. The
logic to buying these
can appear tenuous,
but includes the idea
that you can keep the
bits you want then
sell those left over to
cover the entire cost.
Sounds… possible.
Possibly…

“It doesn’t really matter if the reserve hasn’t been
met as long as you are the highest bidder because
chances are, the auction house will go to the highest
bidder afterwards to try to work out a deal by
slashing their own commission, getting the vendor
to accept less and trying to wind the buyer up a little
higher.
“Don’t make the mistake of telling the auctioneer
that you have reached your limit, especially if you
are intending to bid on numerous items. If you do, he
will know that you probably haven’t finished when
you bid on the next item and may run you again
if appropriate.”
Good luck!

Never bid more than you’re prepared to pay. That
sounds easy, doesn’t it? Also remember that you need
to get your prize home. It’s often possible with an
online bid to beg favours from a friend, as seen here.
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Buying Online

Once again, the tips are much the same, with special care needed because it’s most
likely that you’ve not been able to see the bike in the metal. If you’re in any doubt about
exactly what the bike is worth or what you’re prepared to pay, bid low and walk away.
Top Tips

 Never, ever bid more than you want to pay. If you
see a bike advertised be strict and always set
yourself an upper limit
 Try to resist bidding too early. If it’s got a week to
go, wait until the last day, ideally until the last few
minutes as that’s when all the action happens
 Sticking bikes on your watch list also allows you
to see what they are selling for. Do your homework
beforehand
 Avoid a bidding war. It’s amazing how quickly you
can bid well over your limit. If you don’t win the
auction simply wait for the next one to come along

Above and right: Our
own experience of
buying on eBay has
been almost entirely
excellent. We’ve never
bought a bike which
turned out to have
been dishonestly
described, either.
Inaccurately, yes, but
that can often work
out to the buyer’s
advantage.

Are there other bikes on there? Challenge them if
there are

 Limits are not only about money. Set yourself a
search area. If you’re happy to travel 100 miles then
obviously this will reap you more potential bikes to
bid on, but an eBay mile is calculated on how the
crow flies, so try to avoid ending up with a longer
trip than you anticipated to collect your new bike

 Arrange a viewing. Digital photos make everything
look good. You can’t beat seeing the bike before
bidding

 Don’t be shy. Ask lots of questions to get some
communication going with the seller. Are you sure
that they are a private seller? Check their feedback.

 Always ask the seller if there’s a ‘buy it now’ price.
You’d be amazed just how many bikes get sold
outside of eBay’s auction
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 Despite what sellers say, there’s no requirement
to pay deposits, etc after the end of an auction;
this is usually down to the seller having had bad
experiences in the past
 If a bike looks too good to be true, then the chances
are that it is. Never believe everything that you read
in a listing
 Check a seller’s feedback. Never, ever, ever buy
anything as expensive as a motorcycle from
someone with no feedback, or with anything less
than a 90% positive rating.

What the experts say...

“We spend hours trawling eBay, and set up ‘saved
searches’ within a 50 mile radius to alert us when
a new auction comes up. If we see something we’re
interested in, we put a low bid on straight away, and
wait to see if anybody else shows any interest.”
“I’ll only place bids on bikes with a service history,
and if there’s not enough info on the advert, I’ll drop
the seller a message or phone them. For instance, if
the listing doesn’t mention that the V5’s present, I
won’t assume: I’ll always ask.”
“I run an HPI check on everything to avoid unpaid
finance, stolen, or written-off bikes. Occasionally a
seller won’t know about an issue – I actually got a
bike for half price once through this bartering tool.
The key thing is to know what you’re buying, and
what you’re capable of repairing.”
“I’ve bought bikes without viewing them, but I’m
not afraid to refuse to pay for something if it’s not as
described. Keeping my buying within a 75 mile radius
saves some fuel cost if a seller has wasted my time.”
“I’ll always look for things that have been missed
off the listing, as they’re a perfect way to haggle, and
I quote the repair at full dealer prices. Having a trailer
helps – I always go to view a bike with all the cash
in my hand, ready to do a fast deal. It’s also worth
keeping an eye out for bikes that don’t sell – making
contact afterwards can be a great way to save some
cash on the asking price.”
“I’m attracted by plenty of facts in an ad’s
description, and as many decent pictures as possible.
If someone’s taken the time and care to shoot a
lot of good images, the chances are they’re not
hiding anything.”

Above: Here’s an eBay
Norton Navigator. £700.
The vendor had no idea
whether it ran. Bought
blind; met the vendor
in a halfway car park
with an envelope of
cash and a trailer…
Below: Once home, it’s
time for the serious
study and usually a
moment of optimism.
Fresh fuel and plugs,
cleaned points and a
battery. Three kicks –
it’s a runner. That is
one reason for the high
entertainment value of
an auction.

How to avoid being scammed

 When buying a motorcycle online, ask questions,
ask questions, ask questions. Make a record of the
seller’s answers, a scammer will nearly always trip
themselves up
 Ask the seller to send extra photos, from the
front, back, both sides and above. Ask them before
they take the photos to place the logbook for the
motorbike on the seat
 Ask them to send a scan/photo of the logbook,
check to make sure the motorbike is registered in
their name and to their address. If it is not, any
genuine seller would include this in the listing/
advert and explain why it isn’t
 Avoid any sellers who make it hard to speak to
them. If they make excuses as to why they can’t
communicate by any way other than email... avoid
 Carry out an HPI check. You can even do this on
your mobile phone now. While it’s not entirely
foolproof, doing an HPI check could show up a
ringer or scammer
 Check feedback if buying on eBay. If they have zero
feedback or poor feedback I would normally say
steer clear. If they are selling for a friend and know
nothing about the motorbike and the friend is not
available to ask any questions, that should set
alarm bells ringing. I used to advise my clients to
stay away from Gumtree, it was a scammer’s
playground. One of my clients saw a motorbike
they wanted to buy on Gumtree that was based in
Cardiff, Scotland... They are policing it a little better
these days
 Never pay for a motorbike with a cheque. I advise
my clients to pay with a bank transfer but only after
 Getting the seller to email a scan of the logbook that
is in their name and at an address you can check
(We’ve been given addresses for estate agents, chip
shops and hotels!)
 Getting confirmation of bank details that are in the
same name as the name on the logbook
 You are 100% sure. Never feel rushed into
transferring money. A genuine seller will
understand your concerns and be happy to
accommodate just about any request a buyer would
have. Beware of the seller who needs the money
asap as they are leaving the country next week…
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Saleroom Savvy

Most people are fairly familiar with online auctions. But what’s the score
with selling a classic bike at an actual auction? How do you get your prized
possession into the saleroom? We steer you through the stages…
Actual auctions

Leaving eBay firmly aside for the time being, there’s
a thriving marketplace of actual physical auctions in
the UK which serve the classic motorcycling market.
There are several big auction houses which have
entire departments dedicated to old bikes (see our
listing elsewhere), and a wide range of smaller, less
specific salerooms who include two-wheelers of all
types in their general vintage and vehicles sales.
They may not be ‘online only’, but actual auctions
are well up to speed with info-tech, so the vast
majority are also accessible online and worldwide.
Unlike eBay sales, actual auctions take place at a fixed
time and date but in a ‘best of both worlds’ scenario
they cater to bidders who want to see the machine
in the metal, kick its tyres and size up the opposing
bidders. While real people wave bidding cards in the
saleroom, other prospective purchasers can place bids
by telephone or over the internet. So in theory you
reach the maximum number of potential purchasers
with a traditional auction, both online and in person.
Additionally, there’s always the possibility that your
bike will sell to someone who didn’t know it was the
machine of their dreams, but fell in love while viewing
the other lots. And it’s perfectly possible for buyers to
get swept away with excitement at an actual auction
– thereby raising the price paid for the bike you’re
selling. A skilled auctioneer will know how best to
present your bike and encourage bidders to take the
plunge, maximising your return.
Actual auctions tend to attract traders and
enthusiasts alike, so if you own a rare or unusual
machine then it’s more likely to secure the right sort
of attention at a traditional sale than if you hide it in
plain sight on eBay… where it’ll be swamped by 15,000
better-known bargains.
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Above: Although most
of the seriously rich
and seriously famous
bidders usually operate
via the telephone or
the internet bidding
system, some
enthusiasts prefer to
check in person before
they bid. Multiple F1
champ Sebastian Vettel
is the second on the
right here, viewing the
lots with his brother
and father.

But if you’ve never sold through an actual auction
then the process can look a little complicated.
Here’s our list of top tips to make it all run smoothly
– so your bike goes to a happy new owner and you
don’t waste time, effort or expense.

No timewasters

Perhaps the most significant aspect of selling at
auction is that you don’t have to deal with an endless
stream of prospective purchasers as you would
through a small ad or eBay auction. No daft questions,
no late night phone calls, no weird emails, no haggling,
no worries about whether they’re a scammer or a
spammer or a stalker or a spiv. If the bike sells then
the auction house will handle the transaction and
give you your cash; there’s no chance of being paid
in dodgy bearer bonds or having your bank account
hacked. Nor do you need to give out your home
address to total strangers or let a potential psycho
take a potentially uninsured test ride on your P&J.

What’s it worth?

Each auction house will offer an estimate of your
bike’s valuation. The accuracy of that estimate
depends very much on the company’s expertise and
the ubiquity / rarity of your machine. Lots of Triumph
6T Thunderbirds come onto the market so it’s
reasonably easy to assess condition and set a ballpark
figure. The Triumph 6/1, on the other hand, may also
be a 650 parallel twin but it’s so unusual that only
one person knows exactly what it’s worth at a single
given moment – the purchaser who is prepared to pay
that price.
Valuations by post or email are usually free; you
send photos and info and the auctioneer make a longdistance judgment. The bigger auction houses have
networks of local specialists who can make a house
call, identify your machine, check its condition and
talk you through the process. This valuation is likely
to be the most accurate but some companies may
charge a fee for such personal service.

The price is right

When you’ve decided which auction house you’re
going to use, you then agree the details that will
appear in the catalogue. Catalogues can be circulated
online; some are printed as well, and the specialist
auctioneers have substantial subscriber lists of
enthusiasts who receive every catalogue well ahead
of the sale. The entry for your machine should
include background info describing its model history,
detailed info about your actual bike’s provenance
and condition, and the all-important high and low
estimated hammer prices.

Top: Terms and
Conditions always
apply. And the buyer
always needs to
beware. When bidding
on a project like this,
try to work out what
it’s likely to cost to get
it home, to fix it up, to
pay all those add-on
costs.
Above: If selling a
model like these, one
of the best reasons for
choosing to auction is
to avoid tyre-kickers
and time-wasters. At a
price, of course.

These estimates normally reflect the reserve
price, which is the lowest bid you will accept, and
current market values. Some auction houses like to
tempt bidders to the sale by dangling attractively low
estimates in their pre-sale promotions, but the more
specialist outfits pride themselves on being accurate.
High and low estimates should genuinely reflect the
range of prices which similar machines achieve. As
with estate agents, an unscrupulous auction house
might try to secure your bike for their sale by quoting
a preposterous value for it. So get three quotes from
different auctioneers: compare their costs and the
audiences they reach, as well as what they think your
bike will realise at their sale.
To get the most accurate estimate you’ll need to
explain (and show evidence of) your bike’s history:
original paperwork, stacks of concours awards and
recent mechanical / cosmetic renovation will increase
the price that someone is prepared to pay for it. But
don’t get greedy: there’s no point pushing the auction
house to value your bike beyond its natural price point
because that will just discourage people from signing
up to bid. If it looks too expensive, people won’t believe
they stand a chance of winning the auction.
If you feel confident that your bike is going to sell
for good money and you don’t need the safety net of a
reserve, then ‘No Reserve’ listings do tend to generate
quite a bit of interest. But that is a risky strategy: setting
a reasonable reserve will give you greater peace of mind.

T&Cs apply

Left: A perpetually
vexed question is
‘What’s it worth?’ Only
you can decide, and
having decided, it’s up
to you to avoid getting
carried away later.

The terms and conditions of major auction houses are
pretty similar, and it’s worth browsing their websites
or reading the small print in their catalogues to
familiarise yourself with some of the more arcane
clauses. You will be entering a solid legal contract and
it should detail exactly what you’re selling, its estimate
and reserve, which sale it’ll be offered at, and the fees
you are liable to pay. You may need to provide proof of
ownership, copies of the V5C, NOVA import docs, MoTs
and so on.
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That moment.
That moment
when you – and
only you – decide
to bid. Exciting,
isn’t it?

Some of the fees can be a trifle
unexpected. For instance, once you’ve
consigned your bike to a sale, there may
be financial penalties if you later decide
to withdraw it. Change your mind at the
last minute and you may find yourself
liable for both the seller’s commission
AND the buyer’s premium. That’s
worth remembering if a friend sees the
catalogue and says: “Say, I could give you
the low estimate and you’d save all the
hassle of the actual action…”
You will also – most likely – remain
responsible for insuring your vehicle
while it’s away at the sale, and that risk
may not be covered by your usual policy.

Costs and commission

The costs involved in selling at auction
vary dramatically depending on whether
you’re entering your bike into a small sale
with local advertising where most bidders
will be looking to buy a nice tractor, or a
specialist, high-profile sale dedicated to
collectors’ motorcycles. Inevitably the fees
are as varied as the auctions themselves.
Most (but not all) auction houses
charge an entry fee, and then a seller’s
commission which is normally between
5% and 10% of the final hammer price. A
listing in the sale catalogue is normally
obligatory and might cost around £30 for a
quarter-page with a single photo. You can
opt to go large, all the way up to a double
page spread with half a dozen images,
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which will set you back around £250.
You’ll need to provide the pics, or the
auction house can arrange a professional
photographer or even a special studio
session… but that all costs extra cash.
It might be worth if it you’re selling
grandad’s original and unrestored Vincent
twin. It might not be such a good idea if
you’ve a Bantam in bits!
There may also be fees to pay on unsold
lots; shipping, storage and additional
advertising. Almost all fees attract VAT, so
add 20% to the amount you’re quoted, and
keep track of how the costs stack up. For
example, on a bike which sells for £5000 at
auction you might pay:
 £30 to enter it into the sale
 £50 for a posh entry in the catalogue
 £125 to transport it to the sale
 7.5% or £375 seller’s commission
 £580 total fees
 £116 VAT
 £696 total
So on a hammer price of £5000, you
could receive just over £4300. But be
aware that you will probably have to pay
for several fees in advance – things like
listing, advertising and transportation
often need to be funded before the bike is
actually sold.

Logistics

You’ll need to get your machine to the sale
in time for the viewing, which is normally
a day or so before the actual auction takes

place. Hopefully, you’ll never see it again,
but if the buying public fails to appreciate
its perfection then you might need to
make arrangements to bring it back
afterwards. Every auction house will have
a sweet deal with a transport company –
there may of course be an arrangement
fee, and make sure that you don’t get
clobbered for several days of storage if the
transporters are too busy to bring your
unsold bike back immediately.
If your bike doesn’t reach its reserve
price, some auction houses will facilitate
arrangements after the sale has finished
with any keen bidders or regular
customers. Chat to them before the sale to
see if this is a possibility.

Where’s my money?

You should get a notification within
24 hours which tells you the result of
the sale, or you can normally call the
saleroom an hour or so after the auction
has finished. Most sellers are glued to
the online bidding, watching the action!
The method of payment and time it takes
varies between auction houses: most wait
at least seven days for funds to clear and
can then pass the balance to you by bank
transfer or cheque through the post (at
your risk). Some auction houses guarantee
to pay within 21 days of the sale, and only
the market leaders operate at the highest
standard – by placing client funds in a
separate escrow account.

HILL
SHIPPING
Worldwide
Shipping
If you require shipment of your Motorcycle then Hill Shipping can
arrange Crating and Shipping to many overseas destinations

We offer full cover marine insurance on all shipments
IMPORTING A BIKE TO THE UK?
Motorbikes over 30 years old
NO duty and just 5% VAT

Tel: 01795 876000 Fax: 01795 875000
sales@hillshipping.com
www.hillshipping.com

Selling Your Classic
Few folk appear to recognise this, but selling your classic bike
involves exactly the same thought processes as buying one from
someone else. All the advice you’ll be oﬀered applies just the same
– except in reverse. Try to consider your own bike – the bike you’re
selling – through the eyes of the buyer.

Presentation

First impressions count for a lot. You do not want
the bike you’re selling to be lost in a crowd of shiny
temptation – or even the rather more fashionable
tatty temptation. Your first task is to make your bike
catch the famous eye of the beholder – and we all
know what lies in that eye. So give the thing the best
clean it’s ever had. Even if you’re intent upon taking
advantage of the current craze for patina, and the
fabled ‘barn find’ there is no reason why a well-worn,
unrestored machine shouldn’t be clean. So… clean
your machine.
Advice occasionally offered to prospective buyers
should always include the suggestion that if a bike
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The larger the sale, the
more important it is that
the bike you want to
sell stands out from the
crowd.

Particularly when selling online, it is important to provide as
much supporting information about the bike as possible. Clean
the thing: a deep clean can only ever help a sale.

is dirty, lathered in oily grot, the reason might well
be that there’s something to hide. Buying a rusty,
oily wreck for the entirely entertaining purpose
of restoring it is not the same process as finding
a bike in that legendary barn. Finding a bike in a
barn involves a conversation with the owner of
the barn, which is not the same conversation as a
conversation with the guy who bought the bike from
that owner. Several auction houses offer a cleaning
service. Your own elbow grease is free.

Preparation

Unless the bike you’re selling is making a virtue out
of its originality – and especially if you‘re selling
your bike as ‘ready to ride’ – then there is no excuse
for bald or flat tyres. Would you buy a bike to ride
which came with flat, bald, cracked, wrongly-sized
tyres? Let’s hope not.
It’s the same with cables. And lights. If they’re
fitted, they need to work. And it’s easy enough to
make sure the chain is clean, lubed and tensioned.
As we’ve suggested, walk around the bike you
want to sell as you would a bike you want to buy.
Never forget that if it’s a reasonably common
roadster from any of the major manufacturers, then
it’s likely that there will be others available – if not
at the auction you’re paying to provide you with a
selling platform, but elsewhere, in private ads, on

eBay, in showrooms everywhere. Yours needs to
stand out, and it needs to offer recognisable value
for money, too. Having the most expensive T140
Bonneville currently for sale in the whole world is
rarely much of a sales incentive.
A friend in the trade always ‘spoodles’ any bike he
has for sale, whether it’s offered in his showroom,
at an event or at an auction. He knows how to
do it, and his bikes are always immaculate – or
immaculately clean, which is not entirely the same
thing. The other side of this knowledge is that
he often buys stock at auction and is completely
familiar with the effect of a little glitter. Use
professional polishes on paint and plating. Very
thin chrome will look brilliant, like new almost, for
several days after an enthusiastic application of a
posh chrome cleaner followed by a good dose of
polish to stop it rusting as soon as you stop shining
it. The same with paint. Unless you’re offering
worthwhile originality and patina, dig out the T-Cut,
then the posh polish. Make things clean and gleam.
The more chrome there is, the more brilliant the
paint work – think any of the four-pipe fours which
flooded from all the Japanese majors through the
1970s – and make your machine shine.
And always wipe off any excess polish. Try to
pretend that you’ve not just shone it to the point of
radiance, but that you’ve always kept it like this.

Above: While cleaning
a machine should
always raise its value,
restoring it may not.
The unrestored 1939
BSA B21 de luxe sold
for £5376, while the
restored 1951 AJS
Model 20, reached
£6272, both sold at Dee,
Atkinson & Harrison.
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Right: Provide as much
history about your
bike as you possibly
can. When, as here, a
machine has a long
history and has been
rebuilt a lot, show
pictures and describe
all the work, with
receipts if possible.

Things mechanical

Few indoor auctions offer an opportunity for an
interested party to fire up an engine, but if you’re
describing the machine in the catalogue as being
an easy starter and a good runner, then any auction
house jealous of its reputation for honesty is likely
to want to see and hear evidence of this. So: battery
charged; recent fuel in the tank, and clean fresh oil.
Whenever we look at a bike in auction which
claims to be a runner, we always dip a finger into the
oil, just to see whether there is any, and what state
it’s in. Clean and golden makes a decent impression.
Does your bike drip a little lube? Does it ooze a bit,
maybe from the pressed steel primary chaincase,
or from a tacho drive? Lots of older machines do,
particularly if they are genuinely on the road, and
anyone who expects otherwise does not need your
bike to provide disillusion, especially if there are
several similar machines standing nearby with a
spotless floor beneath them.
If your bike drips a little – and most of our own
oldsters do – then be honest. A could of shiny golden
drops on a clean drip tray should not be a worry. Or
you can fit a tap into the fuel line. If you do that,
remark on it in the description, sharing with the
potential punter that as your machine is often parked,
you would expect a little sumping. Turn a minor vice
into a demonstration of your own open honesty.
The clutch and throttle and brake, ignition advance
and choke levers should all work nice and smoothly.
If they don’t… make them. It takes hardly any time,
and will help that punter buy your bike instead of
another one.

Period controls are always good to see, and should
work properly…
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Provenance

Provenance is a big word which means that you can
provide evidence that your bike is what you say it
is. It is impossible to have too much provenance,
especially with older, more exotic and more unusual
machines. However, few things entice a punter more
easily than a folder containing the bike’s history. Old
MoT certificates, the original documentation – if you
have the original 1960s bill of sale for a machine,
quite suddenly a fairly ordinary Triumph T100A
becomes worthy of more serious consideration.
Relatively complex oriental machines always sell
more easily if you can provide a service history to
match the stack of MoTs, and receipts for work done,
for any enhancements you may have fitted, will never
go amiss. In these strange days, a bike with all of its
original numbers, including its original registration
and old-style log books, handbooks, spares lists and
old road tax discs will always sell better and more
readily than a similar machine which doesn’t have
them. If you’ve got them, display them.

Accessories

Original is best. That appears to be a buyer’s mantra,
particularly where a bike is older and more unusual.
A Velocette MSS which is as it left the Hall Green
works will sell better than a MAC of the same age
which has been fitted with the entire catalogue of
Thruxton parts and is labelled as ‘possibly a factory
sports prototype’. It just will. Trust us on this.
Which is not to say that there isn’t a ready market
for well-built specials. There is. But you need to
understand the true and complete meaning of ‘well-

Although modern fuel pipes and fittings may not
be original, if a machine is being sold as ‘on the
road’ then they’re a good sign of care and attention.

Many older machines will ‘sump’ if left standing,
and a common way to fix that is to install a tap
into the oil feed line. If you do this, make sure you
mention it in the sales pitch.

built’. Earlier comments about provenance apply.
All receipts, preferably including invoices from the
engineer who built your special, all help the punter
pay up.
Whether or not a set of period touring kit will help
to sell a bike is an open question, but it does need
to be period. A 1980s Powerbronze fairing will not
enhance your BSA Golden Flash, so you’re better off
removing it. You can always sell it on eBay. Likewise
with ‘wrong’, out of period panniers. A good set of
ancient Craven panniers (or even new ones, as they’re
available exactly as was), or those handsome steel
Rodarks so often seen on touring Triumphs in the
1950s should do your sale no harm. But please do tidy
up the wiring inside the fairing. Rats’ nests heading
for the headlamp rarely attract the wallet.
Unless the bike’s seat is the original and is in halfway decent condition, fit a new one. If it is original, or
is desperately rare, then clean it, and patch any rips.
We see loads of bikes – particularly 1970s sports
fours – which are badly let down by their exhausts.
That lovely Honda CB750 K6 in original deep maroon
and with clean, shining and original chrome on its
rims and handlebars… and with a brush-painted
black 4 into 1 with no baffles. It might be a bargain if
you’re buying, but you do not want to sell a bargain:
you want to take home the maximum cash…

Above and right: The professionals really do know how to
prepare and present a motorcycle. The Matchless looks lovely,
no? The Crocker possibly looks lovelier, and if you’re aiming to
have an auction house present your bike as something special, as
with the Crocker, it may pay to pay for a pro cleaning.
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Internet Selling

There is more than one internet auction house in the UK but to get maximum exposure
and the best bids then you’ll most likely be listing your classic bike on eBay. Check out
the site’s excellent selling (and buying) guides and read the FAQs, and combine their
expertise with our real-world experience…
Time it right

Choose when you list your classic carefully to avoid
popular holidays and international sporting events.
Internet noodling and bike-buying both plummet
during big kicky-ball competitions, for instance, and
few folk have spare cash to flash during the eight
weeks around Christmas.
Once you’ve chosen your moment, be careful about
when your listing ends. You might start an auction
running at 6am because that’s when you walk the
dog… but you’ll get a better surge of frantic lastminute bidding at teatime. 7pm on Sunday seems to
be the magic hour; steer clear of Bank Holidays and
the working week.

What it costs

eBay fees and T&Cs might change at any time, so it
pays to double-check that everything we’ve written
here hasn’t suddenly turned into a pumpkin. At the
moment, to list a classic motorcycle in eBay Motors,
you will pay:
 £10 for the listing
 1% of the winning bid when it sells (maximum £35)
 50p if you want to add a subtitle
 £7.99 for a reserve price
 £2.99 for a Buy-it-Now facility
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Above: Modern
machinery is often
included in classic
auctions (and the other
way around). Variety
helps maintain buyer
interest. This Redmax
900 Monster Ducati
snagged a big crowd
of admirers. It’s easy to
see why.

Top titles

Start with a snappy title; accurate, nothing too
technical. You’ve got 55 characters to attract people
to look at your listing. Don’t try to cram everything
into that single line, but sum up your bike in a single
sentence. ‘TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE T140V, 1975, 750,
READY TO RIDE’ presents key details so that they’re
attractive to a human reader with good keywords for
algorithms to identify during searches.
If your classic is an unusual model then help
people out by explaining that a little bit; ‘TRIUMPH
TIGER TR7, 1976, (SINGLE-CARB 750 BONNIE)’ doesn’t
stretch things too far. And should you be selling
an AJS or Matchless, then mention its equivalent
model in brackets to make sure you reach all the
potential purchasers.
Is it worth paying an extra 50p for a subtitle? These
show up pretty small and faint on the listings, so we
wouldn’t bother.

Write it right

The description is the best bit of any advert, where
you actually SELL your old motorcycle. But don’t write
an epic or your entire life history. If you fill the screen
with endless badly-written blether in bold, italics,
CAPITAL LETTERS and green highlight with a swirly

Post loads of photos

This may look at first glance like a decently stock Norton Commando Interstate. However, its
sale price would be boosted by a few detail changes: the clocks, the front mudguard, the
remarkable colour, the grab rail arrangements, the cheap pattern silencers. To the experienced
buyer’s eye, these add up to a machine which was originally a Norton police machine. Nothing
wrong with that, but if you’re selling a bike like this, why not make a little extra effort?

eBay gives you the opportunity to upload up to a
dozen seriously big images, and these will sell your
bike better than any sales spiel. So do not photograph
it from a strange angle in a dark shed, half-covered
by an old bath-towel, with a 15-year-old phone that
takes photos of exactly 67kb.
Photograph your suitably polished classic against
a plain background on a sunny day – with the sun
behind you, so that the bike is in sunshine, not in
shade. Get photos of each side, front and rear threequarters, and then close-ups of the clocks, engine
number and any interesting components – either on
the bike, or if you’re including spares in the sale then
take a snap of them in a stack. Let the cat see the
rabbit, people.
Then check the pics on a sensible-size screen, and
crop out all the junk (garden hoses, wheely-bins, BBQ,
next door neighbour) which you somehow failed to
notice when actually standing in front of it. Upload
the full-size photos, not ‘optimised for MMS’ ones.

The price is right

pink background and dancing pigs then people will
quite correctly decide that you are several teeth short
on your mental sprocket and they should not buy a
classic bike from you.
Be careful with eBay’s helpful auto-filling form,
which often auto-fills some other bike’s information.
It’s usually better to do it manually to avoid
misrepresenting the machine. You may also find
it useful to use a laptop or some other keyboardendowed computer to write your description, rather
than trying to enter some tricky technical words
on a teeny-tiny phone screen with predictive text
wreaking hovercrafts (sorry, havoc) upon your efforts.
What to say:
 The truth
 An accurate description of the bike’s make
and model
 A brief history of your ownership
 Significant modifications and upgrades from
standard spec
 Any really obvious flaws
 What it’s like to ride
 What paperwork comes with it:
history, V5C, MoT, etc
 A sensible reason to explain why you’re selling it
 Whether you’re happy for people to view
and / or test ride it
 How you’d like to be paid
 How soon the bike should be collected after the sale.

Above: If the machine
you want to sell
is special, then it’s
especially important
to say so. This is not
a stock Triumph
Trident. Not nearly,
but it should sell
well provided it
has its supporting
documentation.

Do some research before writing your listing, and
decide what you think your classic is worth. Start
the sale at a low price, which will encourage people
to engage with the listing and watch your auction. If
you’re feeling confident that your bike will sell for a
suitable price then don’t bother to set a reserve price:
eBay charge almost as much to set a reserve as they
do for the listing itself. But don’t save pennies to lose
hundreds. If there’s a definite value below which you
do not want to sell, then it’s better to pay eight quid
to set a reserve than end up selling at a much lower
price to a cheeky bidder.
The Buy It Now facility costs another couple of
quid, and is a little bit complicated. The ‘BIN’ facility
evaporates when the bidding gets going, and your BIN
price must be at least 40% higher than the starting
price. So if you put a starting price of £1500, then the
BIN must be £2100 or more.
Do not accept any offer from anyone who finds you
through eBay and wants to ‘do a private deal’ away
from the eBay platform. They may not be wearing a
stripy jumper and carrying a bag marked ‘swag’, but…

Strut your stuff

Don’t just leave it to eBay to publicise your sale: pass
the word of the auction to all your pals by email and
social media. Share the listing shamelessly with
every old bike group you’re affiliated to. Use those
handsome photos to best effect. Pop along to ‘bike
nite’ and leave big notes saying ‘For Sale; eBay listing
ends this weekend’. Which brings us to…

One of these tank tops
has been cleaned
and is on a decently
smart riding machine.
The other has been
prepped to get
maximum money.
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Tyre-kickers

You may not feel comfortable with folks taking test
rides or coming to your home, but you will encourage
bidding if people can see the machine in the metal
before the auction ends. So let folks know that you’ll
be riding to an event, or arrange to meet keen eBayers
at a local pub so they can hear it running and give it a
physical once-over.
Keep the details of any potential purchaser who
contacts you, just in case the winning bid falls
through. It does happen, and it’s nice to have a
fall-back plan.

Doing the deal

Once the auction has ended you should have secured
a bid which theoretically buys the bike and makes
everyone happy. It’s a good idea to ask for a nonrefundable deposit, of between £100 and 10% of the
winning bid, by PayPal within 48 hours of the auction
ending. You’ll pay a little bit in PayPal fees but this
compensates you for hassle if the winning bidder
subsequently falls off the face of the universe and
you have to go through the whole auction process all
over again.
When it comes to taking the balance, you will
need to be cautious. Remember that the purchaser
is probably just as nervous as you are about handing
over stacks of cash to a complete stranger. You
might like to meet at your bank (if indeed it has any
branches left) where they can facilitate the transfer
of funds between two accounts and confirm it’s gone
through. Chat to a bank staff member beforehand:
they now have some new legal obligations to help
combat fraud.
If the purchaser is from the far end of the country
then it’s up to him/her to arrange to collect the
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Above: A great
example of how not to
sell a bike online. The
basic description is
hardly accurate: the
engine may be from a
Commando, but much
of the rest is not.
Right: Rather
better way to sell
a Commando. For
starters, the bike
actually is what its
description suggests,
and there’s lots of
additional information
too. This is how to do it.
Right: An example
of an interesting
machine which is
woefully under-sold.
The bike’s description
is interesting enough,
but…

machine – but only after you have received the
full funds and are confident that the transaction is
legitimate. Do not under any circumstances accept a
bank draft, personal cheque, money order or Western
Union money transfer. Or zloty…

The Cost of Bidding
Always remember that the story does not end with the price of your
winning bid. The actual price you’ll pay is higher…

T

he price of actually entering an
auction varies between each sale.
Some sales are free to enter and you
don’t have to buy a catalogue. Others
insist that you buy a catalogue to get
into the auction, and catalogues can cost
anything from £2 to £30.
When an auction is held within another
event, like a show or exhibition, you have
to pay the event admission fee before you
get anywhere near the sale. If you don’t
attend in person but use the online or
telephone bidding service instead, then
that attracts another charge; this can be a
flat fee of a fiver to register to bid, or it can
be anything up to an additional 10% based
on the hammer price.
Unless specifically mentioned, all the
buyer’s premiums and other costs shown
in our listing are exclusive of VAT. So you
need to add another 20% to the buyer’s
premium to calculate the final amount
you’ll be coughing up on the day.
On the opposite page you’ll find a
handy-dandy calculator, to show you what
your wild bid might actually cost once the
premium and its VAT have been added.
Don’t forget you’ll need to take the bike
away to avoid paying storage fees as well…

CHOOSE YOUR SALEROOM
Anglia Car Auctions
Holds five classic sales each year, mainly
cars. Possibly the perfect place to find a
bargain Bond Bug or a monkey bike, but
the odd vintage Brit sneaks in to almost
every sale.
 Entry fee: £25
 Seller’s commission: 5%
 Buyer’s premium: 6%
 01553 771881
 angliacarauctions.co.uk

Bonhams
The largest UK-based auction house which
sells around 1000 classic bikes annually.
Key sales at the two major Stafford shows
and prestigious events such as Beaulieu.
International excursions to Las Vegas,
the Barber Vintage Festival, etc. Wellknown for selling high-class collections,
museum machines, ‘significant’ historical
machines and renowned racebikes, but
Stafford sales also showcase some more
affordable classics. Typically present
plenty of memorabilia and spares in the
opening lots.
 Listing fee: from £30
 Seller’s commission: 10%
 Buyer’s premium: 25%
 0208 963 2817
 bonhams.com/motorcycles
Brightwells
Several classic and vintage car sales at
Leominster each year which typically
include a few (up to a dozen) motorcycles.
Vast majority of bidders are interested in
the cars, so could be the place to find that
cheap Velo or Vin.
 Buyer’s premium: 10%
 01568 611122
 brightwells.com
British Car Auctions
Lots of modern, ex-fleet machines, finance
repossessions, etc, at monthly motorcycle
sales at Peterborough. Unusually, bikes
may be ridden through the sale room so
can be heard and seen in action before
bidding. Very few classics appear here;
mainly aimed at trade dealers.
 Buyer’s premium: varies, typically
around 12%
 01733 568881
 british-car-auctions.co.uk

Charterhouse
Based in the South West, include 50-70
bikes in the mixed classic / vintage sales
but its major motorcycle sales are at the
Bristol show in February and Eurojumble
in September. These usually offer around
100 motorcycles (roughly 60% British), and
some spares. Big range of bikes, from noreserve projects to modern machines and
a few eye-catching headline bikes.
 Seller’s commission: 6%
 Buyer’s premium: 11%
 01935 812277
 charterhouse-auction.com
Cheffins
East of England based, usually holds a
couple of classic motorcycle-specific
auctions at Ely each year. Opening lots are
typically general automotive memorabilia,
mixed spares and tools. The bikes –
usually around 75 of them – are mainly
sourced locally, often older restorations
and smaller capacity / popular models at
the cheaper end of the market.
 Listing fee: £40
 Seller’s commission: 7.5%
 Buyer’s premium: 8%
 01353 777767
 cheffins.co.uk
Dee, Atkinson & Harrison
Newcomer to the bike scene, but rapidly
establishing itself in the north of England.
The company holds regular classic
motorcycle sales at Sledmere House
near Driffield of 50-plus bikes, ranging
from the cheap ’n’ cheerful to top-dollar
unique machines.
 Entry fee: £50
 Seller’s commission: £5%
 Buyer’s premium: 15%
 dee-atkinson-harrison.co.uk
 01377 253151
H&H Classics
Several motorcycle-dedicated sales each
year, hosted at the National Motorcycle
Museum. Typically attracts 200-250 lots for
a single-day sale. Used to be more focused
on cars and high-end bikes, but sales now
showcase a broader range of bikes from
‘no reserve’ barn-find projects to fivefigure Vin twins. International classics and
more modern machines mix with pioneer
bikes and iconic marques.
 Listing fee: from £50
 Seller’s commission: 10% (minimum £50)
 Buyer’s premium: 12.5% (minimum £50)
 01925 210035
 handh.co.uk
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COST CALCULATOR

Historics
Several high-class sales each year at
Brooklands Motor Museum. Specialises in
top-dollar cars, but a small selection of mainly
British bikes at most auctions. High estimates
can discourage casual bidders.
 Entry fee: £175
 Seller’s commission: 10%
 Buyer’s premium: 10%
 01753 639170
 historics.co.uk
H J Pughs
Annual spring auction of vintage, classic and
modern motorcycles at its saleroom in Ledbury,
Herefordshire, which usually offers around
70-80 machines plus literature, memorabilia
and general autojumble. Can be some genuine
NOS spares and useful used parts in the
early lots. Plenty of genuine barn-find bikes
and promising projects; prices of classics
typically reasonable. Few lots break the
five-figure barrier.
 Buyer’s premium: 5%
 01531 631122
 hjpugh.com
J Wood & Co
Family-run American auction house which
prides itself on ‘fair and square’ sales,
establishing fair market values for a wide
range of vintage motorcycles. Famed for its
friendly, flexible ‘no fuss’ attitude. T&Cs tend
to be very straightforward. Founder Jerry
is a lifelong motorcyclist and classic bike
enthusiast. Often features genuine barn-find
bikes, plenty of US-spec British machines from
long-term storage, and huge stock-clearance
sales from dealers which are closing, with low
or no reserve prices.
 Buyer’s premium: 10%
 352 586 0440
 jwoodandcompany.com
John Pye
Weekly online auctions of mostly modern
machines, typically seized by police, debt
recovery, bankruptcy sales, etc. Have hubs at
Nottingham, Marchington, South Wales and
Edinburgh to view / bid / collect in person

if preferred. Auctions start on Fridays, end
Tuesdays. Some prestige machines, but a
lot of dodgy old motors to wade through to
find them.
 Buyer’s premium: 20%
 johnpye.co.uk
Mecum
Organises the massive annual Las Vegas sale
every January and other auctions of vintage,
classic and collectors motorcycles during
the year. Huge numbers of bikes offered
(over 1300 last time around and 90% of them
sold), typically in gold-standard condition.
Typically feature many rare American models,
complete collections, and a good selection of
top-notch European and Japanese machines.
Worth taking a vacation in Vegas just for
the experience.
 Entry fee: varies from $125 to $600
 Seller’s commission: 10% with reserve,
5% no reserve
 Buyer’s premium: 10%, min $250,
plus registration (min $100)
 (262) 275 5050
 mecum.com
Richard Edmonds
Includes classic bikes in its three annual
vintage vehicle sales in Wiltshire. A typical
sale offers between 30 and 50 motorcycles,
with sensible estimates. Usually run three-day
auctions, with spares, books, brochures and
memorabilia on the Thursday and Friday, and
cars and bikes on the Saturday.
 Entry fee: £30 inc VAT
 Seller’s commission: 0% (yes, nothing)
 Buyer’s premium: 20%
 01249 444544
 richardedmondsauctions.com
Silverstone
Feature a few two-wheelers among the vintage
and classic sportscars, automobilia and…
posh watches.
 Entry fee: £125
 Seller’s commission: 5%
 Buyers’ premium: 12.5%
 01926 691141
 silverstoneauctions.com

Hammer
Price
500
500
500
500
500
500
750
750
750
750
750
750
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
7500
7500
7500
7500
7500
7500
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000

Buyer’s
premium
5%
8%
10%
12%
20%
25%
5%
8%
10%
12%
20%
25%
5%
8%
10%
12%
20%
25%
5%
8%
10%
12%
20%
25%
5%
8%
10%
12%
20%
25%
5%
8%
10%
12%
20%
25%
5%
8%
10%
12%
20%
25%
5%
8%
10%
12%
20%
25%
5%
8%
10%
12%
20%
25%
5%
8%
10%
12%
20%
25%

You
pay
530
548
560
572
620
650
795
822
840
858
930
975
1060
1096
1120
1144
1240
1300
1590
1644
1680
1716
1860
1950
2120
2192
2240
2288
2480
2600
2650
2740
2800
2860
3100
3250
3180
3288
3360
3432
3720
3900
5300
5480
5600
5720
6200
6500
7950
8220
8400
8580
9300
9750
10600
10960
11200
11440
12400
13000
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Trading place

Upload your free advert today – www.classicmotorcycle.co.uk

OUR MAGAZINES ARE THE BEST PLACE TO ADVERTISE YOUR CLASSIC BIKES AND SPARES
Sell your
bike here...

If you’re looking at selling a classic
motorcycle, there is no other medium
as effective as our trading place –
so why not take advantage of our
magazines right now? Simply complete
the form below and send it as soon as
possible to: Trading Place, PO Box 99,
Horncastle, Lincolnshire LN9 6LZ

IT’S
FREE!

It is our policy at Mortons Media Group
not to accept private adverts from
traders. If, while looking for a bike in
our magazines, you experience a trader
advertising as a private seller, please
call us on 01507 529529 and we will take
appropriate action.
Advertisements can be accepted on this
form, photocopy or online.

All private adverts are FREE!

Upload your advert at www.classicmotorcycle.co.uk Post the coupon below
We cannot accept Reader Adverts over the phone

If you are a trader, give our
advertising department a
call on 01507 524004 for our
latest display ad rates.

Reader Adverts
For Publishing

Make

Model

Year

Price

Choose a section
For sale

Miscellaneous

Wanted

Photo enclosed

Spares
Name: ...........................................................................................................
Address: ...................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

Area/County: ........................................................................................
Telephone:.................................................................................................
Email:.................................................................................................................
Signature: ..................................................................................................
I conﬁrm that I am not a dealer
County

Tel

Terms and conditions for private advertisers
1. The advert provided by the customer must be
legal, decent, honest and truthful and comply
with the code of the Advertising Standards
Authority (www.asa.org.uk). Mortons Media
Group may amend the advertisement to comply
with these requirements.
2. Mortons Media Group is not able to verify

Email
the truthfulness of any statements made by a
customer in the advert copy. Accordingly, the
customer will be responsible for any losses,
expenses or other costs incurred by Mortons
Media Group which are caused by an untrue
statement made deliberately.
3. Mortons Media Group reserves the right to
edit an advert to fit the allotted space and can

Date: .....................................................................................................................
OFFICE USE ONLY MONTH

only accept one advert per coupon.
4. Whilst every effort is made to include your
free advert correctly, we are unable to take
telephone calls should an error occur.
5. Please enclose a stamped addressed
envelope if you would like your photograph to
be returned.
6. The publisher reserves the right to place this

CODE

advert free of charge in other Mortons Media
related publications.
DATA: Protection of your personal data is
important to us. Personal data will be stored
securely and will only be used for the purpose
of processing the advertisement. Data will
be stored for a period of 6 months and then
destroyed.

